ROUNDHOUSE

More student services

New Roundhouse coordinators Rob Spiegel and Nancy Wenden are busy initiating plans for some new student services while continuing with, if not expanding, the existing services.

Both Spiegel and Miss Wenden have worked with Roundhouse for the last two quarters. Spiegel, a freshman electrical engineering major, initiated the look book. Miss Wenden, a senior Computer Science major, was responsible for the Royal motel information service.

The main goal for next year's Roundhouse will be to inform students of the wide variety of services offered. Its coordinators also plan to meet the needs of the students as they arise while setting some limits on the type of services Roundhouse will be able to perform.

One of the major changes in Roundhouse is their new phone number. Beginning with summer quarter the new number is 964-4784.

How to Roundhouse next year will be an activities listing which will be updated each morning to inform students of the times and locations of the day's campus activities.

The Roundhouse directory will be compiled with the phone numbers of everyone connected with ASI. Students who need a particular type of assistance but are not sure who to contact can use the list.

The Roundhouse directors also plan to place suggestions box near the information desk.

Suggestions may be submitted on any matter ranging from student to university. The suggestions will be screened by Spiegel and Miss Wenden and directed to the proper authority so action may be taken.

Existing services to be continued include the student directory, the expanded look book, the expanded information on campus communities, the organization new, the Christmas and Thanksgiving dinner program, which matches students who are unable to go home.

(continued on page 3)

Special task force seeks more minority engineers

Last year, only 400 black engineers graduated from colleges and universities in the United States, representing less than one per cent of the total number graduated.

In an effort to bring about a ten-fold increase within a decade, a full-time executive secretary has been named to the Minority Engineering Education Foundation (MEEE), which is a special task force of the Engineering Council for Professional Development (ECPD).

Dr. Lionel R. Senhouse, an engineer at Bell Laboratories who has a Ph.D. from the California Institute of Technology, has been named to the post.

Senhouse's goal is to set in motion programs which will increase the annual number of black and other minority minds available for 4,000 within the next decade.

In order to attract minorities in careers in engineering, Dr. Senhouse will work closely with the ECPD, which has a fully developed guidance program used in high schools and colleges throughout the nation.

Senhouse has been active in a number of programs to assist young blacks. As an engineer within the Device Development Area at Bell Laboratories, he was conversant with the systems engineering approach to problem solving. His interest in helping minority young people and his experience at Bell Labs make him unusually well qualified for the new position.

The MEEE was formed last year to interest minority groups in engineering. The task force is made up of academics, minority leaders, businessmen, government officials, and engineers. The MEEE has been able to identify problem areas and suggest solutions. But without a full-time director it could not carry out a sustained and efficient program.

Fee bill dies

The legislative advocate for the California State University and Colleges Student President's Association (CRUCSPA) has announced that a bill to allow for per unit fees has died in the Assembly Education Committee.

Advocate Joe Hay said the bill would have allowed Trustees to establish a per unit fee to be charged of undergraduate students enrolled in more than 18 semester units, or an equivalent semester or quarter units, above the number needed to complete a pursued baccalaureate degree.

Contained in the same legislation, was a provision to allow the Trustees to determine the number of units necessary for a baccalaureate degree.

SOUTH POLE

Student hibernates for summer job

San Luis Obispo's first facsimile news message transmission from the university to the Telegram-Tribune.

University initiates new method of news release

San Luis Obispo's first facsimile news message was transmitted June 18 from the university to the offices of the Telegram-Tribune and radio station KVEC.

Donald McCaleb, spokesman for the office of information services, said, "The experiment demonstrated that written material could be sent over telephone lines and be reproduced by a receiver in a different location."

McCaleb added, "The experiment demonstrated it is feasible and efficient to transmit information from the school to media outlets in the area."

A Xerox 400 Telecopier was used during the facsimile transmission. University news releases were fed into the machine with transmission of each one-page news release requiring about four minutes.

Ladish McDonald, director of information services, initiated the facsimile transmission ex-
New groups planned

The university Counseling Center is now scheduling group counseling for the summer quarter.

Dr. George Mueller, counseling center director, said the group counseling schedule will include interpersonal relations groups, assertive behavior groups, relaxation groups, and couples groups.

Typically the groups consist of six to ten students who meet together for two hours each week with one or two counselors to discuss common problems and try to work them out together.

Students who feel that one of these group experiences may be helpful are encouraged to contact the counseling center in room 111 in the Administration Building or by calling 466-8611.

Sick bay hours now shortened

The health center will be open this summer from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., but no emergency care will be provided after-hours.

In the after hours care and hospital care are operated at the county funds provided by purchase of student health cards. During the summer quarter no health cards are available. The regular clinic services are paid for by the material and services fee.

When the health center is not open a sign will be displayed on the door listing available emergency services in town. This university is the only one in the state system offering night emergency service and hospital care during any portion of the year, says Dr. Billy Mount, health center director.

Policy for the health center is provided by the Health Council, which has members from each school. The council will circulate a survey next fall to determine the student's needs in health care. Though the students guide the general policy of the center, Dean of Students Everett Chandler makes the final decision on all policy.

Grading trauma woes with new grading goes

Registrar Gerald Puchas has described the Credit-No-Credit grading as an option designed to encourage students in good standing to venture into courses which they might otherwise hesitate to take because they are uncertain about their aptitude or preparation.

The program was experimental until this quarter when it was officially adopted into the school catalog.

Progress points, unlike grade points, are not treated cumulatively. A student is subject to probation if he fails to earn twice as many progress points as unit attempted during any term. He is subject to disqualification if he repeats this performance during the next succeeding term. Progress points apply to Credit-No-Credit grading.

One item deals with withdrawal from classes beyond the 16th instructional day of the quarter and through the end of the 7th week of instruction. Students may withdraw from a course and be assigned a "W" if passing or an "F" if failing.

Puchas said, "Approximately ten per cent of students take Credit-No-Credit classes. There is an expected increase in the total number of students who take Credit-No-Credit classes.

Editorial policy

Letters to the editor on any topic are welcome. Letters should be typed and must be signed. Bring letters to Graphic Arts 208 or mail to Editor, Summer Mustang, Cal Poly.

Summer Mustang reserves the right to edit letters for libel, obscurity and length.

Babysitters need call

Mothers from Pismo Beach to Morro Bay can now dial a sitter. The new Dial-a-Sitter business was instituted by Mrs. Diana Stevens and Mrs. Burnie Reischl.

Requests for sitters are taken between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. In an emergency calls will be taken at any hour. Sitters from 16 to 60 years old are available for work. Registered nurses and licensed vocational nurses can be requested.

The service is offered not only for children but for older persons as well. Minimum charge is $8 for four hours plus an additional charge of $1 per additional hour and $1 for additional hours after midnight. The fee for a full time sitter is $45 per week.

Sitters provide their own transportation and can be reached by dialing 846-4101. Persons interested in working for the service can call the same number.
Environmental group needs helping hand

The San Luis Obispo Environmental Center needs help. What they need is volunteers from the campus or the community. Anybody from twelve on up can give a helping hand to keep a good cause intact. If help does not come it will eventually close down.

The Environmental Center or Recycling Facility, whichever is preferred, points out to the community the five R's: refuse, reuse, recycle, resource, and recovery.

The center needs people mainly for recycling and processing cans, glass, and newspapers. People are asked to bring their aluminum cans, different types of glass with the metal caps and rings removed, and newspapers crossed tied. Telephone volunteers are needed during Saturday and Tuesday (office hours are during the week from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.)

The center is a non-profit organization. It costs them $11 to clip a ton to the recycling plant in which they make 97 cents per ton. That money goes for repairs.

The way to help the cause is to volunteer. Call 944-1777 or go visit the center at 916 Palm Street in San Luis Obispo.

Registration in craft workshops this summer must be completed before the first day of the workshop.

More services...

(continued from page 1)
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Nancy Weitzenbein and Bob Spiegel, new Roundhouse coordinators, dispense information with a smile. The two plan to expand the information service to students.

Signup now for crafts

Registration in craft workshops this summer must be completed before the first day of the workshop.

The leather workshop begins Tuesday, July 9, and continues for six Tuesdays from 7 to 10 p.m. The photo class is on Mondays beginning July 8. The 7-10 p.m. class lasts for three weeks. Ceramic instruction begins Monday from 6-9 p.m. and lasts for four consecutive Mondays. The jewelry casting class starts Wednesday, July 11, and is from 7-10 p.m. on Wednesdays for four weeks. A workshop in stained glass windows begins Monday and extends for seven weeks.

Other sessions of each workshop are on other days and begin later. The photo class costs $7 and all others cost $7.50, not including the cost of materials. The craft center is open Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., and Sunday from 1 to 8 p.m. The phone number is 646-4710.

San Luis Obispo's HELPFUL Camera Store

INSTRUMENTS - AMPLIFIERS - SPEAKERS

Premier Music

986 Monterey 543-9510

GRAHAMS ART STORE

BURISS SADDLERY

Your Headquarters for Western Wear: Dan Post Boots, Justin, Acme & Texas Boots, Samsonite, Resistol Hats

1033 Chorro 943-4161

THE PARTS HOUSE

SPEED EQUIPMENT-AUTO PARTS

20% off to Cal Poly Students

565 Higuera St. S.L.O. 943-4244

Copeland's FINE SHOES & CLOTHES

FINE SHOES & CLOTHES

SALE NOW GOING ON - ON

Women's & Men's Spring Shoes

First Pair Regular Price

Second $1.00

BIKINI SALE

Fantastic Ladies' Swimsuit Savings

Regular Price

From $14 to $30

While They Last

SAVE UP TO 50% OFF

ON SPECIAL GROUPS OF SPRING MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLOTHING

(Clothing of Moderna Plans Only)

TWO LOCATIONS

Be More Early for Best Selections

Copeland's FINE SHOES & CLOTHES

840 Higuera St. Downtown

233 Moderna Road Plaza
Spiker second at AAU

Mustang pole vaulter Ken Haagen cleared 13-4 to place second at the Amateur Athletic Union junior national meet which has earned a berth on the AAU Saturday in Gainesville, Fla.

Saturday In Oalnsvllle, Fla.

leaves Tuesday, July 10, for Polands, and West Germany.

also a Few Left for Fall

Call 543-4950 or come

"Refresh" with a FREEZE

at

588 Foothill Blvd.

Phone 543-9697

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER
BY THE QUARTER
OR MONTH

Also a Few Left for Fall
Sign Up NOW

Call 543-4950 or come see us

at 120 Mustang Dr.

ALL AUTO PARTS
(STUDENT DISCOUNT)

AMERICAN PARTS

1329 Monterey St.

SUN. 10:00 to 4:00
M0N thru SAT 8:00 to 5:30

544-7050

“Refresh” with a FREEZE

at

544-9697

588 Foothill Blvd.

by MIKE SAMUELS, M.D.

and HAL BENNETT

Illustrated by LINDA BENNETT

A wonderful book... it is a readable, practical, reliable handbook of diagnosis and treatment for the layman, a workbook towards well-being and the prevention of disease (covering suggestions about diet, clothing, medication, a sleep, sex, mental relaxation, massage, image control and non-control). The Well Body Book is filled as well with a rich core of basic medical knowledge carefully filtered out and geared to the quick comprehension required by the layman to understand and apply, and to act on, the book, and by the reader becomes an ally, not only of his body but of his doctor as well. It is everything that it says it is—A Well Body Book. It goes on my waiting room table right now. May all my patients read it.

WILLIAM B. GOODHEART, M.D., Clinical Faculty Member, Univ. of California School of Medicine at San Francisco

The authors describe: how to do a complete physical—how to diagnose common diseases... how to practice preventive medicine—and much more

A RANDOM HOUSE/BOOKWORKS BOOK

Claim $10.99 paper $6.50. Now at your bookstore, or use coupon to order

Sign Up NOW

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC

Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyno-Vision Analysis

Ignition Carburation
Alternators: Wiring Generators
Regulators: Starters: Batteries

Monterey & California Blvd. Phone 543-3821

AVATAR MUSIC CO.

“The Inflation Fighters”
OWNED AND OPERATED BY STUDENTS

Yamaha G130A Classical
List $135 with case
AVATAR $88 with case

997 Monterey, Upstairs
next to the Obispo Theatre

544-7050

Yamaha G 130A Classical
List $135 with case

FOR STUDENTS
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“... a raadabla, practical, reliable handbook of diagnosis and treatment for the layman, a workbook towards well-being and the prevention of disease (covering suggestions about diet, clothing, medication, a sleep, sex, mental relaxation, massage, image control and non-control). The Well Body Book is filled as well with a rich core of basic medical knowledge carefully filtered out and geared to the quick comprehension required by the layman to understand and apply, and by the reader becomes an ally, not only of his body but of his doctor as well. It is everything that it says it is—A Well Body Book. It goes on my waiting room table right now. May all my patients read it.”

WILLIAM B. GOODHEART, M.D., Clinical Faculty Member, Univ. of California School of Medicine at San Francisco

The authors describe: how to do a complete physical—how to diagnose common diseases... how to practice preventive medicine—and much more

A RANDOM HOUSE/BOOKWORKS BOOK

Claim $10.99 paper $6.50. Now at your bookstore, or use coupon to order

35c

Paper $6.50. Now at your bookstore, or use coupon to order

35c
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